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WOMENSWEAR 

An introspective period of focus, back to the basics of tailoring and the refinement of aesthetics, but not 

without an innate, confident sense of style and sophistication. It is all about the simplest form of 

expression, then creating surprising elements with details, colors and textures. 

We were attracted to the confident looks of the Pan Am and Braniff Airlines girls from a bygone era. The 

graphic simplicity of their suits and skirt/blouse combinations; spared of surface embellishment, yet 

impeccable and chic in their precision tailoring. There are references to the clean lines and spare tailoring 

of the late 60’s and early 70’s, and this essence of minimalism as reinterpreted in the 90’s that create a 

classic, timeless sensibility and linear, graphic silhouettes, at times androgenous, yet always feminine. 

From the 70’s we have retained our appreciation for the high-waisted, wide-legged trouser, the slightly A-

line skirt just short of the knee, as well as at newer longer lengths - mini, midi, maxi. To these we have 

added another classic; the tuxedo trouser or skirt and complementary jacket. They all work perfectly with 

the tailored shirts, scarf and tie blouses that continue to be the starting point, and central to the RAOUL 

brand. 

The attitude is not of the past or future but of the practicalities of present day modern life – a woman who is 

intelligent, aware and in control; a beautiful modern day Lauren Hutton or ephemeral Betty Catroux. 

Colors and prints: 

Base colors are neutral, monochromatic and tonal. Shades of porcelain white, eggshell, putty grey, 

cognac, terracotta, navy and ink, punctuated with bursts of bright colors like fluorescent red and ultra 

violet. Unexpected color combinations fill the collection with vibrancy. 

Prints are graphic and purposeful. We have used large areas of color-blocked placement prints on heavy 

silks, narrow chevron stripes on silk chiffon or crepe de chine, with an occasional jumbo-sized paisley 

printed Ponti jersey. 

Fabrications: 

Always luxurious to the touch, heavy and light fabrics are combined and contrasted with meticulous 

precision. Ponti jersey, heavy wool and tweed combinations, all beautifully contrasted with luxurious 

cashmere, hand woven paisley lace, crepe de chine, double georgette, honeycomb weave and novelty 

metallic silk yarns. 



Other fabrics include heavy silk crepe, crepette, shantung, small gestures in foil and crisp Pima cotton for 

shirting. Leather is dominant over suede for ready-to-wear. Knits are light-weight cashmere, perfect for 

layering over blouses, under jackets, or worn with a matching knit skirt; perfectly suitable for both the 

seasoned traveler and the unpredictable climates we are experiencing. 

Details: 

60’s-inspired resin buttons, subtle leather trims, linear silhouettes and an emphasis on tailoring provide the 

counterpoint to a refined collection, and instill a sense of poised sophistication. Details come in the form of 

pockets, both functional or as a graphic suggestion. Top stitching is used to emphasize the form and line of 

the silhouette as is contrast binding. Utilitarian clasps, in high shine, function to fasten a cape, a pea coat 

or leather dress with a single gesture. Double horseshoe-shaped buckles are attached to the waistband of 

a skirt, are found front and central on a pinafore skirt and appear on belts and as graphic shoe fastenings. 

While top stitching details are prominent in many of the heavy wool tailoring,  there is a clean and more 

minimal approach; reducing the lines of a dress or coat to its essential form, this time concealing the 

pockets within the seaming of a double silk-georgette, leather dress or cashmere coat.  

Highlights: 

Tunic style dresses and gilets worn alone over opaque tights or over wide legged trousers. Pinafore skirts 

worn with a fitted mock turtleneck. Tailored dresses with heavy top stitching. Combination dresses and 

coats: skirt and top all-in-one, such combinations as cashmere and tweed, knit with felt or leather, crepe 

with tweed and foil with wool. Cropped and boxy jackets. Mid and floor length pleated dresses and skirts. 

Inverted pin-tucking. Super sized crepette scarf blouses 

Bags and accessories: 

Vintage-inspired leather and suede, in neutral colors like tan, navy and maroon, with gold or silver 

horseshoe-shaped hardware details, worked into modern varieties like mini satchels, block heels and 

skinny belts.  Leather is used to great effect in graphic combination with suede.  

The saddle bag in a large and mini version is reinforced this season, and smaller accordion compartment 

purses are key shapes. 

Sky high block heels as brogues complete the look perfectly, as do the belts with their utilitarian edge.  
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